Round trip
Montargil lake (125 km)
Leaving the camping site go left on the N251
direction Pavia. In Pavia continue along the N251
direction
Bubulcus &
Bolotas

Mora.

Just

before

Mora,

at

the

roundabout, take the N2 to Montargil / Ponte de
Sor. After 2,5 km the road to the “Fluviario” is
indicated to the right. In the Fluviario you’ll find big
fresh water aquaria and other interesting things
related to the river. There is also a river beach with
playground for children. Don’t forget to bring your
swimming gear.
Back on the N2 continue in northbound direction to
Montargil. Shortly before crossing the dam of the
lake you can take a small gravel road (directly
behind the tanking station) to the right which leads
to a recreation area on the banks of the lake. After
relaxing, head back for Mora.

Mora is a small town, worth a short stay. From
Mora take the N2 in the direction Montemor-onovo. The road is windy as it follows small
mountains and Mediterranean forests. In Ciborro
the road gets so narrow, that the traffic is regulated
Bubulcus &
Bolotas

with traffic lights as a one way street. From here,
there is a road to Lavre (14 km) which has a Zoo.
If you continue in direction Montemor after 5 km
you can take a road to the left indicated
Sabugueiro. Then go to Gafanhoeiro and after that
to Santana do Campo. These are all small sleepy
villages in the middle of nowhere, typical for the
interior parts of Alentejo. From Santana you’ll
continue to the N370 from Arraiolos to Pavia. Turn
left direction Pavia. Cross the bridge over the river
Divor and turn right direction A. da Serra. From
here follow the road to S. Gregório (white church in
the middle of the country). Turn left to Bardeiras.
Go through Bardeiras until the main road Pavia –
Vimieiro. Turn right. After 1.6 km you’ll find the
access road to Bubulcus & Bolotas camping on
your right.

